Be A Story Hunter!

Put on your detective hat and fill in the missing words to uncover wonderful Western Australian stories! Visit your local library for clues.

_ _ Caddy

Raewyn Caisley & Karen _ _ _

Jakuna Mona Chuguna, Pat Lowe & Mervyn Street

Sigi Cohen & James _ _ _

Lucy Estella & Matt _ _ _

Mark Greenwood & Terry Denton _ _ _ _ _ _ and Bat

Kylie Howarth _ _ _ Jam

Norman Jorgensen & James Foley The Last _ _ _ _
Be A Story Hunter!
Put on your detective hat and fill in the missing words to uncover wonderful Western Australian stories! Visit your local library for clues.

Ezekiel Kwaymullina and Sally __ __ __ __

Frane Lessac
A is for __ __ __ __

Meg McKinlay
A Single __ __ __

Rae Murdie & Chris __ __ __

Danny __ __ __ __ & Freya Blackwood

Briony Stewart
Here in the __ __ __ __

Shaun __ __
Rules of __ __ __ __